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LEXICOGRAPHIC PARTIAL ORDER

BY

HENRY CRAPO

Abstract. Given a (partially) ordered set P with the descending chain

condition, and an ordered set Q, the set Qp of functions from P to Q has a

natural lexicographic order, given by / < g if and only if f(y) < g(y) for

all minimal elements of the set {x; /(x) ^ g(x)} where the functions differ.

We show that if g is a complete lattice, so also is the set QF, in the

lexicographic order. The same holds for the set Hom(P,g) of order-preserv-

ing functions, and for the set Op(P) of increasing order-preserving functions

on the set P.

However, the set C1(P) of closure operators on P is not necessarily a

lattice even if P is a complete lattice.

We prove that the set Q p of functions from a partially ordered set P into a

complete lattice Q is a complete lattice in the "ordinal power" or "lexico-

graphic" order if the set P satisfies the descending chain condition. This was

a matter of conjecture in Birkhoff's paper [2], where he outlined an extension

of cardinal and ordinal arithmetic to partially ordered sets. Some years later,

Day [3] pointed out a few errors in the original paper, and studied the

question of transitivity of lexicographic orders in great detail. But his descrip-

tion of the lattice operations in an ordinal power was incorrect.

Under the above assumptions on P and Q, we prove also that the set

Hom(.P,j2) of order-preserving functions from P into g is a complete lattice

in the induced lexicographic order. If P = Q, we show that the order

operators (increasing, order-preserving functions) form a complete lattice.

However, neither closure operators nor geometric closure operators are lattice

ordered by the lexicographic order.

We use the abbreviations ordered set for partially-ordered set, order for

partial order. A subset B of an ordered set P is an order filter if and only if

x E B and x < y imply v E B. An order ideal is an order filter in the

opposite order. For every order ideal B in an ordered set P, define

B+ = B u {x; x is minimal in P — B }.

Recall that if an ordered set P has the descending chain condition (d.c.c),
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then every order filter A in P is generated by its minimal elements, that is:

A = (y; 3x minimal in A,x < y).

Since our primary concern is with the ordinal power, or lexicographic,

order on functions, we shall use the notations < (pt), A(Pl)> V(Pl) f°r

pointwise order, infimum, and supremum.

1. Powers of ordered sets. Given two ordered sets P and Q, we impose a

natural lexicographic order on the set Qp of functions from the set P into the

set Q. Given two functions fig: P-» Q we want/ < g if the strict inequality

/ < g holds at all minimal elements of the set {x E P; f(x) =£ g(x)} on

which the functions disagree. Of course if f(x) =£ g(x) for all elements x E P

(say f(x) < g(x) for all x) and if P is an infinite descending sequence, then

we may conclude both f < g and g < f. This reveals an undesirable lack of

antisymmetry, and forces a conclusion inconsistent with the pointwise order.

Birkhoff noted the lack of antisymmetry. Day observed further that a relation

so defined need not be transitive. We are led to assume the descending chain

condition for the order on the domain (or "exponent") P, and shall do so

henceforth.
Having imposed the descending chain condition on the order of the

exponent, we have a systematic procedure for making comparisons between

functions, and can therefore introduce a partial order on the set Qp of

functions from P to Q. If / and g are two such functions (not necessarily

order-preserving) from P to Q, we say / < g if and only if the strict

inequality /(y) < g(y) holds at every minimal element y of the set upon

which the functions differ.

Proposition 1. Let P(d.c.c.) and Q be ordered sets and let fig be two

functions from the set P into the set Q. Each of the following conditions is

equivalent to the relation f < g.

(1) Vx£P such thatf(x) ^ g(x), 3y E P,y < x, withf(y) < g(y);

(2) VxGP such thatf(x) < g(x), 3v E P, y < x, withf(y) < g(y).

Proof. If two functions fig satisfy condition (1) and f(x) < g(x), then

f(x) i= g(x) and there is an element y < x such that f(y) < g(y). But

/(■*) < 8(x)> so x ¥= y and y < x, as required in condition (2). Assuming

condition (2), let y be a minimal element in the set {x; f(x) ¥= g(x)}. If

f(y) < 8(y)> then/(v) < g(y) and there exists z < y such that/(z) < g(z).

In particular, f(z) *£ g(z), a contradiction. Thus f(y) < g(y), and f < g.

Assuming, finally, that/ < g, let x be an element at which/(x) ^ g(x). The

set K = {z; z < x and/(z) ¥= g(z)} is not empty because x E K. Choose a

minimal element y of the set K. Then y is also minimal in the set (z;

/(2) 7e g(z)}> sof(y) < g(y), and since.y < x, condition (1) holds.   □
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Proposition 2 (Day). The power Qp of ordered sets, where P satisfies the

d.c.c, is an ordered set.

Proof. Given two functions fig E QF, let E be the order ideal

E = {x; Vy < x,f(y) = g(y)}.

If £ is a proper subset of P, then by the d.c.c. the complementary set P — E

has a minimal element x. If / < g and g < /, then/(x) < g(x) and g(x) <

f(x), a contradiction. Thus E = P and / = g. Conversely, if / = g, then

P - E is empty, and f < g. Thus the relation < is antisymmetric and

reflexive.

To prove transitivity, assume/ < g, g < h, and let x be a minimal element

such that/(x) ¥= h(x). If /(x) < Ä(x) then/(x) < A(jc), and either/(x) <

g(jc) or g(x) < h{x). In either case, the set {y; y < x and/(.y) ¥= g(v)} =

{y; y < x and g(y) i= h(y)} is nonempty, and has a minimal element z. The

element z is minimal in both sets {y; f(y) ¥= g(v)} and {y; g(y) ¥= h(y)}.

Since / < g and g < h, /(z) < g(z) and g(z) < A(z), so /(z) < /i(z),

contradicting the definition of x.   □

This lexicographic order of Qp is comparable with and stronger than the

pointwise order on functions from P to Q. If two functions fig stand in the

pointwise order/ < (pt)g, then at every point x where/(x) ¥= g(x), we have

f(x) < g(x), so/ < g in the lexicographic order.

2. Powers of lattices. If the exponent P satisfies the d.c.c. and the base Q is

a complete lattice, then the power Qp is also a complete lattice. Birkhoff and

Day provide some assistance in defining the lattice operations supremum and

infimum. Birkhoff's recursive definition [2, p. 295, lines 18-23] requires both

chain conditions: d.c.c. for the existence of minimal elements generating

order filters in P, and a.c.c. so that the recursive definition reaches all

elements of P. He proceeds as follows. If the infimum/= A,e//- has been

defined on an order ideal A C P, then for each minimal element y of the

complementary order filter P — A we define a set Iy of indices

Iy = {/ E /; for noz<y is/(z) < /(z)} (3)

and define

/O0-.A//O0- (4)
16/,

The idea here is that if the relation / < f¡ is not already established at some

point z < y, it must not be negated at y. Definitions (3), (4) are necessary and

sufficient to that end. Birkhoff's definition assigns a value /( y) only for those

elements y in the order ideal A G P where

00

Ao = 0,   At = (^l_I)+forl,2, ...,     and   A = \J A, (5)
i = 0
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The order ideal A is equal to P if and only if for every element y E P, the

order ideal {x; x < y) satisfies the ascending chain condition.

Day's definition [3, p. 35, lines 22-31] requires only the descending chain

condition, but is incorrect. After an appropriate translation into our present

notation (Day defined the power in terms of the opposite order on the

exponent), we outline his procedure as follows. Given a set {/•; / E /} of

functions/-: P -* Q, let Ft be the order filter

f,= (^ P; 3y < x, /sfj(y)<fi(y)}-

Let E¡ be the complementary order ideal E¡ = P — F¡, and let G — C\ ¡E¡.
Day claims that the infimum coincides with the pointwise infimum on the set

G +, and otherwise has value 1.

Example 1. For a simple counterexample, take/, = 0,/2(x) = 1 — x in the

power Cc where C is the two-element chain of integers {0,1} with 0 < 1.

Then G = C - F2 = 0 and G + = {0}, so Day's definition for the infimum/

yields/(0) = 0 A 1 = 0,/(l) = 1, and/ < /,.
Example 2 will show that the infimum cannot always take the value 1 even

on the complement of the larger order ideal (\J¡E,)+.

Example 2. Let B = {0,a,b,\} be the Boolean algebra with 0 < a < 1,

0 < b < 1. Let/[ take values a,a,b,b and let/2 take values \,b,a,a on 0,a,Z>,l.

respectively. Then/, < /2, so/, /\f2 must equal/, and (/, A/2XI) = b, but

(U1£,)+ = r,+ = {0,a,e}.

We give a correct definition below, lines (7-9). Our definition of the lattice

operations uses the power order on the restrictions of functions /: P -» Q to

principal order ideals

Px= {y EP;v < x],

for various elements x E P. By "/ < g on P" we mean/I,, < g\Px in Qp:

The following proposition, concerning the power order on restrictions to

principal ideals, will make possible a substantial simplification of later proofs.

Proposition 3. The set {x, "/ < g on Px"} is an order ideal in the set P.

The minimal elements of the complementary order filter are precisely those

elements x such that

f(x) < g(x) butf(y) = g(y)for ally < x. (6)

Proof. The statement "/ < g on Px" holds if and only if a certain

statement

(namely:/(y) < g(y) => 3z <y,f(z) < g(z))

holds for all elements j> < x. Thus {x; "/ < g on P"} is an order ideal.

If x is an element for which line (6) applies, then "/ = g on P" for all
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y < x, but "/ < g on Px", so x is a minimal element of the complementary

order filter. Conversely, if "/ < g on P" is false, but "/ < g on P " is true

for all elements y < x, the statement/(s) < g(s) =» 3í < s,/(i) < g(t) holds

for all s < x and must fail at s = jc. That is: /(x) < g(x) and for all y < x,

f(y) < g(y). But if/(y) ¥= g(y) for some y < x, then/(z) < g(z) for some

z < y and therefore for some z < x, a. contradiction. Thus f(y) = g(y) for

all y < x, and condition (6) holds.   □

We now define lattice operations on the power Qp if Q is a complete lattice

and P has the d.c.c. Given a set {/; / E /} of functions in Qp, then for each

index / E I define an order ideal

£,-={*; (V/E/)/- <fj on Px). (7)

For each element x E P define a set of indices

Ax={iEl;xEEi+). (8)

Then the infimum /\¡f¡ is given by the expression

(A¿)W = (./y-(*)- (9)

The supremum is the infimum with respect to the opposite order on the lattice

Q, the original order on the exponent P. Thus we use the order ideals

Fi={x;{\ljEl)fi>fjoriPx}, (7*)

we let

Ax={iEl;xGFi+) (8*)

and set

(v/*)(*)« ,y/<(*)• <9*)

Theorem I. If Q is a complete lattice and P is an ordered set with d.c.c, the

operations /\ and V defined above are the complete lattice operations on the

power Qp.

Proof. Let / = /\J¡ as defined in equation (9). Assume that for some

element x E P, f(x) < f¡(x). By equation (9), i E Ax, and by equation (8),

x E E¡+, so there is an element y < x, y minimal in P — E¡. For some

function fj, f¡ < fj on Py. Since y is a minimal such element, Proposition 3

yields/(z) = fj(z) for all z < y,y E £/,/(/) < fj(y), and

f(y)<My)Afj(y)<My),
as required./is a lower bound for all the/-.

To show that/is the infimum of the functions/, we show that if a function

g is not beneath/, it is not a lower bound for all the/. If g K f = /\¡f¡ on P,

choose a minimal element x such that "g < / on P^" is false. Then g{x) <
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f(x) and g(y) m f(y) for all y < x, by Proposition 3. Therefore, by equation

(9), there exists an index / E Ax such that g(x) < f¡(x). Since / E Ax, we

know x E E*. For ally < x,y E E¡, so

My) = f(y) = g(y),
sog < /-.   D

We shall use the following proposition to establish a complete lattice order

on increasing functions (see §4).

Proposition 4. For any function g: P-> Q, let D = {/: g < (pt)/} be the

set of functions greater than or equal to g in the pointwise order. Then D is a

complete lattice in the order induced upon it as a subset of the power Qp.

Proof. Assume / E D, for all / E /. Then for any element x E P, equa-

tion (9) expresses (A,/)(X) as an infimum of function values /(x), all of

which satisfy g(x) < f(x). Therefore, /\¡f¡ E D, D is a closure system, and

D is a complete lattice in the induced lexicographic order.   □

3. Order-preserving functions. The set Hom(P,2) of order-preserving func-

tions from P to Q has a lexicographic order induced by that on the power

Qp. We prove that under the conditions previously assumed for P and Q,

Hom(P,g) is also a complete lattice.

Theorem 2. If Q is a complete lattice and P has the d.c.c, then Hom(P,g)

Q Qp is closed with respect to the infimum in Qp, and is therefore a complete

lattice in the induced order.

Proof. Assume that functions /, / E I, are order-preserving, and define

subsets E¡, Ax, and the infimum/ = A;/ as *n formulas (7), (8), (9). For every

index i,E¡+ is an order ideal. So if x < y, Ax D Ay. Thus/(x) is an infimum

of a larger set of smaller values: i £ Ay => / E Ax and /(x) < /(y). There-

fore/(x) < /(y), and/is order-preserving.   □

The supremum in Qp of order-preserving functions need not be order-pre-

serving, so Hom(P,<2) is not necessarily a complete sublattice of the power.

The following example illustrates this fact.

Example 3. Let P = Q be the Boolean algebra {0,a,b,\} with 0 < a < 1

and 0 < b < 1. Let /, be the identity function and let f2 be the lattice

isomorphism which interchanges the elements a and b. The supremum/, V/2

maps 0,a,b,l to 0,1,1,0, respectively, and is not order-preserving.

For any function /: P -> Q, consider the order-preserving functions g such

that/ < g. Since Hom(P,g,) is a closure system in the power Qp there is a

least such function, which we denote/0.

Proposition 5. Given a function f E Qp, define the order ideal F = {x;/i's

order-preserving on Px) where Px = {y;y < x}. Then
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/oW=      Vcfft/W. (io)y;y<xyBF*

Proof. The function /0 defined by (10) is order-preserving, because if

x < y, {z; z < x,z E F+} C {z; z < y,z E F + ). We prove that / < f0.

Assume/(x) < /0(x) for some element x E P. Then x E F+, so let y be a

minimal element such that y < x,y ^ F. The function / is order-preserving

on all order ideals Pz for z < y, but is not order-preserving on Py. So there is

an element z < y such that/(z) < /(y). Since z E P,

/«(/) >mvf(y) >/(?)■
Thus/ < /0.

Let g be an order-preserving function, and assume/ < g. We prove/, < g.

Assume that for some element x,/0(x) < g(x). By equation (10), there is an

element y E F+, y < x, such that /(y) < g(x), so certainly /(y) < g(y).

Since / < g, there is an element z < y such that /(z) < g(z). We know

z E F, so/0(z) = /(z), and/0(z) < g(z) as required.   \J

Corollary. The lattice operations in Hom(P,<2) are A ond (V)o-   D

4. Order operators. A function f:P-*P defined on an ordered set P is

increasing if and only if (Vx E P) x < /(x). Assume P is a complete lattice

with d.c.c, and consider the increasing functions on P as a subset of the

power Pp.

Theorem 3. If P is a complete lattice with d.c.c, then the increasing

functions on P form a complete lattice in the induced order.

Proof. A function / is increasing if and only if e < (pt)/, where e is the

identity function on P. By Proposition 4, the increasing functions form a

closure system in the power Pp.   □

For any function / E Pp, let /T be the least increasing function which is

greater than or equal to / in the power order. Caution: it is not necessarily

true that / < (pt) fp so /j cannot be computed as the pointwise supremum

/ V (pt)e. Furthermore, the lexicographic supremum f\/e need not be

increasing, so it also does not provide a construction of/..

Example 4. Let C4 = {0,1,2,3} be the four-element chain. Let the function

/take values 1,0,3,3 on 0,1,2,3, respectively. Then/T takes values 1,1,2,3, while

/ > e, so the supremum f\/e—f has values 1,0,3,3 and the pointwise

supremum/ V (pt)e has values 1,1,3,3.

Proposition 6. For any function f.P^Pona complete lattice P with

d.c.c, the infimum f^ of all increasing functions above fis given by the formulas:
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G = {x;(Vy < x)y < /(y)},

/t(x) = xV/(*)   forx(EG+, (11)

= x   for x E G+.

Proof. The function/j, defined by equations (11) is increasing. If, for some

x E P, /(x) < /T(x), then x g G+, so there exists an element y < x, y

minimal in P - G. Then y < /(y), so/(y) < y V/OO = ff(y), and/ < /r
Assume/ < g for some increasing function g, and let x be an element such

that /t(x) < g(x). Then x E G+, for otherwise /T(x) = x < g(x). Thus

/(x) < g(x). Since / < g, there exists an element y < x such that /(y) <

gOO- But y E G, so y < /(y) = /T(y), and /t(y) < g(y), and /t < g, as

required.   □

An order operator on an ordered set P is a function f:P-*P which is both

increasing and order-preserving. Denote by Op(P) the set of order operators

on P. As an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 3 we have

Theorem 4. If P is a complete lattice with d.c.c, then the set Op(P) of order

operators on P is a complete lattice in the induced order.   □

The supremum in Pp of increasing functions need not be increasing. In

fact, the supremum in Pp of order operators need be neither increasing nor

order-preserving.

Example 5. On the Boolean algebra {0,a,b,l} with 0<a<l,0<6<l,

let/,(x) = x V a and/2(x) = x V b. Then, as defined in line (7*), F = 0,P +

= {0}, so (/, V/2) = a V b = 1 and (/, V/2)W = 0 for x ^ 0.
For any function f: P ^ P, let /„ denote the infimum of all order operators

greater than or equal to /in the power Pp. If any two consecutive functions

are equal in the sequence/ < /0 < /0î < /0î0 < /ow • • -, then all subsequent

functions in the sequence are equal, and equal to /*. The operators 0 and f

do not commute, as the following examples show. If / is order-preserving, /,.

need not be order-preserving. If / is increasing, /0 need not be increasing. In

fact, iteration of the operators 0 and | can produce an infinite sequence of

distinct functions.

Example 6. Let T be the Boolean algebra of subsets of the set {a,b,c}. Let

/(0) = 0, let / cyclically permute the one-element subsets, and otherwise

take value 1 = {a,b,c}. Then/is order-preserving, and is increasing only on

the set G = {0} as defined in equation (11). G+ = {0,a,b,c}, and/T, as

indicated in Figure 1, is not order-preserving.

Example 7. Let C4 be the 4 element chain 0 < 1 < 2 < 3. Let/(0) = 2 and

otherwise/(x) = x. The order ideal F defined in Proposition 5 is the set {0},

and F+ = {0,1}, so/0(3) = 2 V 1 — 2, and/0 is not increasing.

If P is a chain, as in Example 7, iteration of the operators 0 and f quickly
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produces an order operator. This phenomenon is clearly shown in Figure 2.

Here we plot a function /: R + -> R + on the nonnegative real number line

R + (ignoring for a moment the fact that the d.c.c. does not hold).

Figure 2

Proposition 7. If P is a chain (with d.c.c.) then for any function f: P-+ P,

/ot is order-preserving, so f^ = /„.

Proof. Let g = f0, and assume x < y in P. Since g is order-preserving, if

g\(x) * g^(y)> we must nave gT(x) = x V g(x), g is increasing at all elements

s < x, gj(y) = y, g is not increasing at some element t < y, and y < x V

g(x), so y < g(x), because P is a chain. Since g is increasing beneath x,

/ < x, so x < t. But g(t) < t < y < g(x), contradicting the assumption that

g is order-preserving.   □

Example 8 shows that iteration of the operations 0 and f may produce an

infinite sequence of distinct functions.

Example 8. Let P be the distributive lattice Z2 X Z+, the product of a

two-element chain Z2 = {0,1} with the positive integers Z+, linearly ordered.

Let us use the notation / for the pair (0,/) and /" for the pair (1,/). Let/be the

constant function with value 1'. Then/ = /0, and we obtain by applying nth
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iterates of the operators (fO) and (Of): for n > 0,

. f i,i' -» ¿' for / < 2n + 1,
/(TO)"- /o(TO)"- I fif _» (2n + iy     otherwise,

and for n > 0,

Îi,i' -» i'    for i < 2«,

/' -» ¿'      otherwise.

K t- *♦ Jt0    'oto

Figure 3

Proof. Setting n = 0 in the first formula, we find/(ÎO)o = /. For/itself, and

for any iterate in which 0 was the last operator used, say g = /(î0)», we show

gf = /(î0)"î= /|(0î)"= /(0î)"+,>

agreeing with the definition given in the second formula. The function g is

increasing for all x < (2n + 1)', and fails to be increasing at g(2n + 2) = (2n

+ 1)'. Thus
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Sri

»',/'-» /'   for/ < 2« + 1,
2« + 1 -* (2/1 + 2) V (2« + 1)' = (2« + 2)',

/ -» /   for / > 2n + 3,
./' -» /'   for i > 2n + 2,

which agrees with the definition of /(01-)»+i.

For any iterate in which Î was the last operator used, to say g — /(0Î)»

(n > 1), we show

go ~ /(0T)"0= fo(to)"- /(TO)"

as defined in the first formula. The function g is order-preserving for

x < (2n)', but fails at g(2« + 1) = 2« + 1 > g(2n) = (2n)'. Thus

!/,/' -» i'   for / < 2«,
/,/' -* g(2«) V g(2« + 1) = (2n)' V (2« + 1) - (2« + 1)'

for i >2n + 1,

which agrees with the definition of /(T0)» given in the first formula.   □

Proposition 8. For any function f.P-^Pona complete lattice P with

d.cc, the infinumft of all order operators above fis given by the formulas:

H = {x; fis an order operator on Px),

/♦w-*v    v    /oo (12)
y,y< x ji^lH *

wAere PÄ is the principal order ideal {y;y < x}.

Proof. /„,, as defined by equations (12), is increasing, and is order-preserv-

ing because x < y implies

{z; z < x,z E #+ } Ç {z; z < y,z E H+ }.

Assume that g is an order operator, with/ < g. We prove that/^ < g. If for

some x E PJt(x) < g(x), then

Since x < g(x), there must exist an element y < xj> E //+, such that

/(y) < g(x). Now g(y) < g(x), so /(y) < g(y). We have assumed that

/ < g, so there exists an element z <y with /(z) < g(z). But z E H, so

f*(z) < g(z)> as required.   D

Corollary. The lattice operations in Op(P) are A a«¿ (V)*-

5. Closure operators. By a closure operator (or closure) on an ordered set P

we mean a function f: P-* P which is increasing, order-preserving, and

idempotent. We denote by C(P) the set of closures on the ordered set P. We

have already seen in Example 5 two closure operators whose supremum in Pp

is neither increasing, order-preserving, nor idempotent. It is still conceivable,
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however, that C(P) could be closed with respect to either suprema or infima

in the lattice Op(P). This is not the case. The next example shows two closure

operators such that neither their infimum nor their supremum in Op(P) is

idempotent.

Example 9. Let T be the Boolean algebra in Example 6. We indicate

closures/, and/2 in Figure 4 by circling the closed elements.

Figure 4

Actually, we can prove that the set C(P) is not, in general, lattice-ordered.

To do this, we must produce an example of four closure operators /,/2,g,,g2

such that fi<gj for all ij, and such that there is no closure operator h such

that/ < h < gj for all ij. Such closures are exhibited in Example 10, so we

prove

Theorem 5. The set C(P) of closures on a complete lattice P with d.c.c. is

not necessarily lattice ordered.

Example 10. Let Q be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of a 4-element set

{a,b,c,d}. We define closure operators by giving their closed elements:

/,: 0,a,b,c,d,ab,abd,abcd,

f2: 0,a,b,c,d,bd,abc,abcd,

g,: 0,b,d,ab,cd,abd,abcd,

g2: 0,a,b,bc,bd,abc,bcd,abcd.

Then (/, V/2)* — g\ /\gi is trie order operator/ (not a closure) which leaves

0 and all one-element sets fixed, maps ab to abc, maps bd to abd, and sends

all other sets to abed.
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6. Geometric closures. A closure/on a Boolean algebra B (X) of all subsets

of a set X is geometric if it has the exchange property (13) and finite basis

property (14).

VA Ç X,Vp,q E X,p E f(A),p E f(A U q) imply qEf(A\J p).   (13)

VA Ç X,3C C A,C finite,/(C) = f(A). (14)

For the examples we need, it will suffice to describe certain finite sets X of

points in affine space, with the understanding that the closure of a set A C X

of points is the set of points in X on the affine subspace generated by A.

\     -,        ,, 3j_

• e

*i    *x-^

Figure 5

Example 11. Let/,,/2,g,,g2 be the closure operators associated with the

geometries indicated in Figure 5. Then g, /\g2 is a. closure operator (not

geometric) with closed sets: all subsets with no more than 2 elements, ade,

bde, cde, and abcde. The supremum (/, V/2)* is an order operator which

agrees with g, A g2 except in that

abd, acd, bed -» abed,       abe, ace, bee -» abce.

The only closure operator h satisfying (/, V /2)* < « < gi A g2 is the closure

gi A g2» so there is no intermediate geometric closure operator.

Theorem 6. The set of geometric closures on a finite Boolean algebra

B = B (X) is not lattice ordered as a subset of the power BB if \X\ > 5.

Proof. If \X\ > 5, an example analogous to Example 11 is produced by

adjoining 1^1 — 5 points by direct sum (each added point is in a new

geometric dimension).   □

There is, however, a closely related lattice order <(h) on geometries,

introduced by Higgs [4]. He defined this order <(h) as follows. For any

geometry G on a set X, let Gk be the set of subsets of X which have rank k in

G. Given two geometries G and H on the same set X of points, Higgs sets

G < (h) H if and only if Gk c Hk where k is the least rank /' for which
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G, i= H¡. (This is actually the order opposite to that given by Higgs.) A short

computation will verify that if two geometries G,H on a set X have closure

operators g,h in the relation g < h (power order), then G <(«) H in the

Higgs lexicographic order.

7. Dropping the d.c.c. If we are content to compare order-preserving

functions in terms of their values on "small" elements only, and if the

functions are determined by their values on those "small" elements, we can

drop the chain condition, yet obtain a lattice order on the portion of

Hom(P,(2), where P and Q are complete lattices.

Given a complete lattice P, define

P, = {0},       P,- = P,_,+    for/= 2,3,...,

(15)
F= U F„   and   PF = F U {1},

i

where PF Q P has the induced order.

Proposition 9.IfP is a complete lattice, PF is a complete lattice with d.c.c

Proof. P, Ç F2 C • • • is a nested sequence of order ideals, so F is an

order ideal and PF C P is a closure system. Thus PF, in the induced order, is

a complete lattice. For any subset A C PF, either A = 0, A = {1}, or there is

a least integer / such that A n F¡, ** 0. Let x be an element in A n F¡. Then

x E Fj_v so x is a minimal element of the complement P — F¡_x. For all

y < x, y E P(_,. Since A n P¡_, = 0,y E /í, and x is minimal in A. Thus PF

has the d.c.c.   □

If P and Q are complete lattices, a function /: P -* Q is finitely defined if

and only if for all x E P,

/(*)-       V       /(JO, (16)
y;y<xy&F

Note that every finitely defined function /: P -» g determines and is de-

termined by its restriction fF: PF~* Q. Also, both/f and/are order-preserv-

ing. We denote by Hom^P.O;) the set of finitely-defined functions /:

P -* Q, with power order determined by

/ < g if and only iîfF < gF in Qp'.

Corollary to Theorem 2. Hom^P.O;) is a complete lattice, for any

complete lattices P,Q.
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